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In both criminal cases and civil cases, there is an increasing 
demand for the analysis of DNA mixtures involving rela-
tionships. The goal might be, for example, to identify the 
contributors to a DNA mixture where the donors may be re-
lated, or to infer the relationship between individuals based 
on a mixture. This paper introduces an approach to model-
ling and computation for DNA mixtures involving contrib-
utors with arbitrarily complex relationships. It builds on an 
extension of Jacquard's condensed coefficients of identity, 
to specify and compute with joint relationships, not only 
pairwise ones, including the possibility of inbreeding. The 
methodology developed is applied to two casework exam-
ples involving a missing person, and simulation studies of 
performance, in which the ability of the methodology to re-
cover complex relationship information from synthetic data 
with known ‘true’ family structure is examined. The meth-
ods used to analyse the examples are implemented in the 
new KinMix R package that extends the DNAmixtures 
package that extends the DNAmixtures package to allow 
for modelling DNA mixtures with related contributors.
K E Y W O R D S
Bayesian networks, coefficients of identity, criminal identification, 
disputed paternity, DNA mixtures, identity by descent, inbreeding, 
kinship, uncertainty in allele frequencies
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1 |  INTRODUCTION
This article is concerned with probabilistic genotyping methods for DNA mixtures based on unlinked 
autosomal short tandem repeat (STR) markers, under hypotheses about biological relationships in-
volving contributors to the mixture. For the first time, answers to important questions about complex 
relationships can be delivered by a fully probabilistic approach.
1.1 | Genetic background
STR markers are the mainstay of DNA profiling systems used in forensic science laboratories world- 
wide. To create the data used in modelling and analysis, the DNA in a biological specimen is extracted, 
and through a process of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplified to create an electropherogram 
(EPG), a continuous trace that is digitised for analysis. Identifiable segments of this trace correspond 
to different known loci, called markers, on the genome. The markers used are chosen to lie far apart 
in the genome, usually on different chromosomes, so are unlinked, that is statistically independent. 
Each segment consists of peaks aligned to a known grid, one peak for each possible allele, or genetic 
variant, at that locus; for STR markers, these alleles take (generally, integer) values giving the repeat 
count of a short sequence in the genome. The heights of the peaks measure the abundance of that allele 
at that locus, and collectively carry a great deal of information about the genetic make- up of the origi-
nal specimen, but are subject to degradation consisting of both random noise and artefacts introduced 
in the PCR process, for which a statistical model must be constructed.
The usual methodology uses only autosomal loci, that is, markers on the chromosomes that are not 
sex- linked, and so involve a contribution from each parent. The individual contributions we call genes, 
and the unordered pair of contributions the genotype. We call the collection of genotypes across all 
markers the genotype profile of the individual; note that in a statistical language, we regard genes and 
genotypes as random variables, while alleles are the possible values of a gene.
When a biological specimen is taken from one individual, and handled and processed under ideal 
conditions, an EPG represents a noisy version of the genotype profile of that one individual; in this 
case we can talk about genotyping or ‘typing’. In other situations, either through the circumstances in 
which the sample is obtained (e.g. in rape, or other violent assault) or through contamination, the DNA 
quantified by the EPG comes from two or more individuals; this is a DNA mixture. In both criminal 
and civil cases, even for simple tasks such as criminal identification or paternity testing, we need 
methodology for assessing hypotheses about the genetic origin of the DNA based on mixture data. 
The focus of this paper is to derive and demonstrate principled and practical methods for such tasks, in 
cases where there are biological relationships involving the contributors. We concentrate on so- called 
continuous methods using peak height information, as opposed to binary or semi- continuous methods.
More details of the genetic background to the use of STR markers and DNA mixtures can be found 
in Section 1 of Cowell et al. (2015), in this Journal, and also in the recent review article by Mortera 
(2020).
1.2 | Modelling and inferential approach
Both the statistical model we use for EPG peak heights, and exact computationally- efficient methods 
for inference about the genotype profiles of contributors, can be found in Cowell et al. (2015). The 
present article extends the principles and practice of this work to allow for relationships among the 
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contributors and/or to make inferences about such relationships. We stress here that we are concerned 
with relationships, that is specific close familial associations such as between parent and child, or 
an individual and her maternal grandparents, not relatedness, that is an ambient genetic correlation 
induced among all members of a population or subgroup by virtue of shared ancestry, typically quanti-
fied by a coancestry coefficient.
There has been very little previous work on models, methodology and software for DNA mix-
tures that takes account of relationships with and among the contributors. The only examples we are 
aware of are our earlier work on paternity analysis in Green and Mortera (2017), the precursor to the 
present paper, and Hernandis et al. (2019). Our work models peak heights explicitly, while Hernandis 
et al. (2019) does not use peak height information; these two approaches underpin the KinMix and 
 relMix software packages, respectively. There are several other packages dealing with mixtures in 
the presence of relatedness; some of these are listed in the Supplementary information, section 3, 
but we will not be concerned further with such models here; they are not capable of modelling close 
familial relationships accurately.
It is convenient and natural when modelling peak height data probabilistically to use a hierarchical 
formulation, with two main layers: the genotype profiles n of the contributors, and the peak heights z 
recorded in the electropherogram; the models typically then consist of two components:
1. p(n)— the joint distribution for n— parameterised by population allele frequencies, hypotheses 
about the contributors, etc., and
2. p(z|n)— the conditional distribution for z given n— with parameters identifying the peak height 
model and the proportions of DNA from each of the contributors contained in the mixture.
Inference based on DNA mixtures usually focusses on the comparison between two hypotheses p 
and 0 concerning the constitution of the mixture, quantified by the likelihood ratio LR for p versus 
0. In this article, these hypotheses will be about (arbitrarily complex) relationships between mixture 
contributors, and between contributors and other typed individuals. Simple examples of relationship 
tests we can construct are
• a paternity test given a child's genotype, where p and 0, respectively, state that the putative father 
is a contributor to the mixture, or that no contributor to the mixture is related to the child, and
• a test for whether contributors to a mixture, perhaps found at a crime scene, are related in a partic-
ular way (p) or not at all (0).
Although above and throughout the paper, we use the words ‘test’ and ‘hypothesis’, etc., that are 
familiar from statistical hypothesis testing, we should make clear that this is not what we are doing. 
Rather, we are contrasting alternative explanations of the evidence, by means of   log10 LR values. 
These ‘weights of evidence’ are to be interpreted in the applicable judicial context, where they will 
be combined with other evidence, not necessarily quantifiable numerically, rather than referred to a 
null distribution to yield for example p- values. The  log10 LR scale for weights of evidence is standard 
in forensic statistics (Balding, 2005), but in general usage can be traced back to Turing; see Good 
(1979). The scale is natural and interpretable: for example a  log10 LR of 6 means that the evidence is 
106=1,000,000 times more likely under one hypothesis than another.
Throughout we use the probabilistic and computational formulation for DNA mixtures of Cowell 
et al. (2015), and the software implementation of this in the DNAmixtures R package of Graversen 
(2013); the model emulates the PCR process described above, and recognises artefacts including stut-
ter, drop- out, drop- in and silent alleles. Our new model extensions are largely aimed at modelling the 
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genotype profile distribution p(n) to express complex relationships; the methods are implemented in 
an R package KinMix (Green, 2020a) that supplements DNAmixtures. Early ideas in this direction 
can be found in Green and Mortera (2017). Although implementation is restricted to this model and 
this computational environment, the ideas are quite general and could be adapted to other probabilistic 
genotyping systems and to other peak height models.
1.3 | Contribution of this paper, and its structure
The novel methodological contribution of this paper is to show both how recent unpublished work on 
extending coefficients of identity to more than two individuals provides a formalism for specifying 
complex family relationships, and how this can be used to automatically construct Bayesian network 
(BN) algorithms for computing inferences for models for DNA mixtures involving related individu-
als, including likelihood ratios for comparing hypotheses about relationships.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present a formulation and notation for 
expressing quantitatively the simultaneous relationships among an arbitrary set of individuals, 
specified through their joint pedigree. This notation generalises long- standing coefficients of 
relationship applicable only to pairs of individuals, and is useful both for specifying relationships 
precisely and computing with them. The formulation is completely general, its applicability is 
not confined to STR markers and DNA mixtures, but encodes relationships for any quantita-
tive genetic analysis. In Section 3, we use this encoding to characterise the joint distribution of 
genotypes in a family, and thereby develop efficient computational inference schemes for DNA 
mixtures, using BN methods. Section 4 is devoted to BN computations for mixtures where there 
is an ‘ambient’ level of relatedness across the whole population, rather than specific close rela-
tionships, or where allele frequencies are not exactly known. In section 5, we discuss the setting of 
parameters for likelihood calculations in our model, and in section 6, we introduce the R package 
KinMix implementing all of the methods in this paper. Sections 7 and 8 illustrate the method-
ology with some simulated scenarios, and several real case studies, including some comparative 
timings highlighting the fast computation times that are achieved. Finally, we discuss extensions 
such as allowing for mutation.
2 |  ENCODING RELATIONSHIPS VIA IBD 
PATTERN DISTRIBUTIONS
What are biological relationships, and how can they be encoded? An essential preliminary to model-
ling and analysis of DNA mixtures with related contributors is a compact and precise representation 
of joint relationships among a set of arbitrarily related individuals. Developing and illuminating such 
a representation is the focus of this section, which is of universal applicability, not confined to mixture 
analysis.
Under our simplified genetic model of unlinked autosomal STR markers, the sole source of rela-
tionship between individuals is identity by descent (IBD). This is the phenomenon that two genes may 
be identical because they are copies of the same ancestor gene, rather than being independent draws 
from the ‘gene pool’, so that the genotypes of two or more related actors will be positively associated.
It is important to distinguish IBD from identity by state (IBS), which includes the possibility 
that independent draws from the gene pool have the same value by chance. For example, consider 
a mother– daughter pair, and a single STR marker where the mother's genotype is say (a,b), and the 
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child's is (c,d), where in both cases we have ordered the genes in the genotype as (maternal gene, 
paternal gene). Then by Mendel's first law, c is equal to a or b with equal probability, while d is con-
tributed by the father. The gene c is identical by descent to either a or b, respectively, but unless the 
mother's and father's genes are all distinct in value, this is not the only way that any of (a, b, c, d) can 
be equal in value (identical by state). For example, a and b could by chance be equal (i.e. the mother 
is homozygous), or a and d could be equal, or indeed both.
For relationships other than parent– child, and for relationships among more than two individuals, 
we need a way to encode the implications of Mendel's first law for the joint distribution of all the in-
dividuals’ genotypes; that is the objective of this section.
A pedigree is a graphical or tabular depiction of the identities of all individuals under consid-
eration, mapping to the identities of their parents, and is a useful compact and precise vehicle for 
specifying joint relationships. In all of the pedigrees we use and display, either both or neither of the 
parents is included; those with no parents in the pedigree are called founding individuals, or founders, 
and their genes are founding genes. Given a pedigree, IBD is determined by the meioses generating 
the genes of each child given those of its parents, and any inbreeding within or between founding in-
dividuals: the actual allelic values are not relevant to this. For two individuals, Table 1 of Thompson 
(2013) lays out all possible patterns; this table is adapted as our Table 1 below. An explanation of the 
IBD states is given in Section 2.2. Thompson credits this formulation to Nadot and Vaysseix (1973), 
although they do not use a tabular representation.
2.1 | Coefficient of identity by descent
Two- person relationships are compactly summarised in numerical form using the coefficients of iden-
tity by descent (δi) and condensed coefficients of identity by descent (Δi) of Jacquard (1974) (chapter 
6), which are probabilities of particular patterns of identity by descent. The δi are the probabilities 
for the 15 individual rows of Table 1, the Δi those of the 9 subsets of genotypically equivalent states, 
where we do not keep track of which parent donates which allele; in each case, the numbering of the 
coefficients follows that of the respective original authors, and conforms with the natural ordering 
in the Table. It is these condensed coefficients of identity that we use to characterise and quantify 
relationships among related individuals, including mixture contributors. Where inbreeding is ruled 
out, Δi = 0 for i = 1, 2, …, 6, and we need only the κ coefficients of Cotterman (1940), which have an 
explicit interpretation: κ0 ≡ Δ9, κ1 ≡ Δ8, κ2 ≡ Δ7 are the probabilities that the two individuals share 0, 
1 or 2 alleles by descent. As examples,
1. a parent and child have a relationship summarised by κ0  =  0,  κ1  =  1,  κ2  = 0 (since a parent 
always contributes exactly one of its alleles to his or her child),
2. two half- siblings (with unrelated parents) have κ0 = 0.5, κ1 = 0.5, κ2 = 0 (since there is a 50– 50 
chance that the common parent contributes the same allele to each of its children), while
3. two children from an incestuous brother- sister mating are captured by Δ  =  (0.06250,  0.03125, 
0.12500,  0.03125,  0.12500,  0.03125,  0.21875,  0.31250,  0.06250), a more complicated example 
demonstrating the need to automate the calculation of these coefficients.
The κ and Δ coefficients can be calculated from a pedigree by simple recursive calculations down 
the pedigree. In R, these are performed by the functions kappaIBD and condensedIdentity, respec-
tively, in the package ribd (Vigeland, 2019b), part of the pedtools family of packages created by 
Vigeland (2019a).
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The coefficients of identity, κi, δi or Δi, should not be confused with a different measure of related-
ness, the coefficient of coancestry or kinship coefficient, often represented by θ. This is the probability 
that randomly chosen alleles from each of the two individuals are identical by descent. By elementary 
probability calculations, we find that θ =Δ1 + (Δ3 +Δ5 +Δ7)/2 +Δ8/4, or simply κ2/2+ κ1/4 in the 
absence of inbreeding. This carries less information, for example, your coefficient of ancestry with 
your mother and sister are both θ = 1/4, although you are differently related to these two, as shown by 
the κs. Similarly, you have the same θ = 1/8 with a double first cousin and an uncle.
For more than two individuals, Thompson (1974) seems to have been first to provide a general 
framework for gene identity given multiple relationships. She provides a rigorous algebraic formal-
ism, with particular attention to enumerating the intrinsic symmetries in the problem, and counts 
the numbers of possible relationships, which increase very rapidly. For example, for as few as 4 in-
dividuals, there are already 712 possible (genotypically equivalent) IBD states, reducing to 139 if 
inbreeding is ruled out. She does not provide a notation for the probabilities of these states. We could 
extend the Δ notation to more than two individuals, using as subscript the IBD pattern, for example 
writing Δ1,2,1,3 in place of Δ8, but this seems cumbersome, especially for larger numbers of relatives. 
In typical pedigrees, only a very small fraction of these states have positive probability, so the vast 
T A B L E  1  The IBD states among the four genes of two individuals B1 and B2, adapted from Table 1 of Thompson 
(2013). The two genes of individual B1 are denoted a, b, and those of B2 are c and d. The IBD state is defined by 
the labelling developed by Nadot and Vaysseix (1973), and further explained in Section 2.2. For example, the fifth 
line refers to the possibility that the two genes for B1 are identical by descent, while those for B2 are not, and are not 
identical by descent with those for B1: that pattern of identity is shown equivalently as both an IBD state, a string 
of labels (1, 1, 2, 3) where labels are equal if and only if there is identity by descent, and as a partition, (a, b)(c)(d). 
The states can be grouped into subsets of genotypically equivalent states, indicated by the horizontal lines; the total 




a b c d Partition Jacquard κ
1 1 1 1 (a, b, c, d) Δ1 — 
1 1 2 2 (a, b)(c, d) Δ2 — 
1 1 1 2 (a, b, c)(d) Δ3 — 
1 1 2 1 (a, b, d)(c) — 
1 1 2 3 (a, b)(c)(d) Δ4 — 
1 2 1 1 (a, c, d)(b) Δ5 — 
1 2 2 2 (a)(b, c, d) — 
1 2 3 3 (a)(b)(c, d) Δ6 — 
1 2 1 2 (a, c)(b, d) Δ7 κ2
1 2 2 1 (a, d)(b, c) — 
1 2 1 3 (a, c)(b)(d) Δ8 κ1
1 2 3 1 (a, d)(b)(c) — 
1 2 2 3 (a)(b, c)(d) — 
1 2 3 2 (a)(b, d)(c) — 
1 2 3 4 (a)(b)(c)(d) Δ9 κ0
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majority of condensed coefficients of identity are 0. Instead, we use what amounts to a sparse repre-
sentation of such vectors of coefficients, namely a listing of which coefficients are non- zero, and their 
probability values; there are examples in Tables 2 and 3, where we use an arbitrary member of each 
equivalence class as a representative. We call this representative an IBD pattern and the whole table 
the IBD pattern distribution. In recent unpublished collaborative work, the present first author and 
Magnus Dehli Vigeland jointly devised an efficient algorithm for computing such tables, also known 
as ‘multi- person condensed coefficients of identity’, from the pedigree; this is implemented in the 
function pedigreeIBD in the R package KinMix and the function multiPersonIBD in the R 
package ribd.
We can display each IBD pattern in various ways, following the authors cited above. One is by a 
vector of integer labels, of length twice the number of individuals, n, say, the pair in entries (2i − 1,2i) 
representing the genotype of the corresponding individual i = 1, 2, …, n, as in the first columns of 
Table 1. The numerical value of the labels is irrelevant, all that matters is whether two labels are the 
same or different, so the vector denotes a partition of the 2n genes according to which are identical by 
descent. Since we are only concerned with unordered pairs of genes, the interpretation of the pattern 
T A B L E  2  IBD pattern distributions for a Father/Mother/Child triple, F, M, C
(a) Distinguishing maternal and paternal genes
pr F M C
0.25 1 2 3 4 1 3
0.25 1 2 3 4 2 3
0.25 1 2 3 4 1 4
0.25 1 2 3 4 2 4
(b) Condensed form: Not distinguishing maternal and paternal genes
pr F M C
1 1 2 3 4 1 3
(c) Extending the family to include the paternal grandfather
pr F M C GF
0.5 1 2 3 4 1 3 1 5
0.5 1 2 3 4 1 3 2 5
T A B L E  3  IBD pattern distributions for two scenarios of 3 pairwise cousins; (left) star, (right) cyclic arrangements
pr C1 C2 C3 pr C1 C2 C3
0.3750 1 2 3 4 5 6 0.4219 1 2 3 4 5 6
0.1875 1 2 1 3 4 5 0.1406 1 2 1 3 4 5
0.1875 1 2 3 4 1 5 0.1406 1 2 3 4 1 5
0.1875 1 2 3 4 3 5 0.1406 1 2 3 4 3 5
0.0625 1 2 1 3 1 4 0.0469 1 2 1 3 2 4
0.0469 1 2 1 3 3 4
0.0469 1 2 3 4 1 3
0.0156 1 2 1 3 2 3
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is unchanged if elements (2i − 1,2i) are exchanged, and also, of course, unchanged by any 1 –  1 rela-
belling. Diagrammatically, the pattern can be displayed as a graph with 2n vertices laid out in a n × 2 
rectangular array, and vertices connected by an arc if the corresponding genes are identical by descent. 
Both representations of IBD patterns were used (with n = 2) by Jacquard (1974) (chapter 6). Figure 2 
and Table 3 show two examples of IBD pattern distributions displayed in each of these ways.
As a foretaste of what can be done with the κ and Δ coefficients, or their generalisation the IBD 
pattern distribution, we remark that, together with the population alleles frequencies, they determine the 
joint distribution of the genotypes for any set of individuals; as a simple example, if a, b and c are distinct 
alleles, with population frequencies qa, qb, qc, and in the absence of inbreeding, the probability that two 
individuals have genotypes (a, b) and (a, c), respectively, is simply 0(4q2aqbqc) + 1(qaqbqc), when 
their relationship is summarised by  = (0, 1, 2). This can be verified directly algebraically with 
care, but in Section 3 we generalise this calculation and use it in modelling and analysing DNA mixtures.
2.2 | IBD pattern distribution for a simple pedigree
As an illustration, consider a simple ‘triple’ of father F, mother M and child C, with the two parents 
unrelated. If we label the father's genes by (1,2) and those of the mother by (3,4), then the child will 
have one gene that is either 1 or 2, and another gene that is 3 or 4; thus its genotype is (1,3), (2,3), (1,4) 
or (2,4) with equal probability. In tabular form, thus, we could write this family's genetic structure at 
any single autosomal locus in a table as in panel (a) of Table 2, where we have labelled the columns 
with the individual identities, and the rows with the corresponding probabilities.
Note that without changing the meaning, we can arbitrarily permute the actual labels, separately 
in each row, so the first row of Table 2(a) could have been (2,4,1,3,2,1); the purpose of the labels is 
solely to indicate which genes are identical (by descent) and which different. Since a genotype is an 
unordered pair of genes, the interpretation of the table is also unchanged if any of the individual pairs 
are transposed, so the first row could equivalently be written (2,1,4,3,1,3), for example, and in many 
other ways. Combining these two rules, and aggregating the probabilities of identical rows, further 
economy of notation is possible: for example we could simply use the table in panel (b) of Table 2, 
to represent the same family, saving space and computer time. Effectively the labels 1 and 3 are then 
being used for the child's paternal and maternal genes, respectively.
The example can be extended, by, for example, including also the Father's father, GF. There are 
two equally likely possibilities: the gene inherited by Father from his father might be that labelled 1 
or 2. So the relationships between the four individuals can now be represented by panel (c) of Table 2.
2.3 | Pairwise relationships do not determine joint relationships
To demonstrate that pairwise relationships do not determine a full description of relatedness among 
more than two individuals, even in the absence of inbreeding, we present the simplest example. 
Consider two scenarios in which among three individuals, each pair are full cousins, that is have 
(κ0, κ1, κ2) = (0.75, 0.25, 0). This can arise in a ‘star’ arrangement, where the three have mothers who 
are full siblings, but unrelated fathers (or vice- versa, of course). In a ‘cyclic’ arrangement, each pair 
of cousins have between them parents of the opposite sex who are siblings, with the other parents 
unrelated. The two pedigrees are displayed in Figure 1.
The respective IBD pattern distributions are shown in Table 3 and visualised in Figure 2; the formats of 
each are described at the end of Section 2.1. It is very clear from these displays that these two families have 
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F I G U R E  1  Pedigrees for the two 3- cousins scenarios: (left) star, (right) cyclic; one individual appears twice, to 
reduce line- crossing— the dotted curves link the replicate symbols
GF GM
F1 M1 F2 M2 F3 M3
C1 C2 C3
GF1 GM1 GF2 GM2 GF3 GM3
M2 F3 M3 F1 M1 M2 F2
C3 C1 C2
F I G U R E  2  IBD pattern distributions for two scenarios of 3 pairwise cousins; (left) star, (right) cyclic 
arrangements, represented in the style introduced by Jacquard (1974) and described in the text. In each individual 
diagram, from top to bottom, the individuals are those labelled C1, C2 and C3, respectively, in Figure 1, and the 
corresponding probability is printed below the diagram. As an example, the final diagram in the right hand panel 
shows the case where each pair of C1, C2 and C3 have a gene identical by descent, which is represented by the IBD 
pattern (1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 3), which is how it is labelled in the final row of the right hand panel of Table 3, where it is 
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different overall relatedness, for example in the star arrangement, there is probability 0.0625 that the three 
cousins have a common allele by IBD (as seen in the left- hand panels of Table 3 and Figure 2), while this 
is impossible in the cyclic arrangement. The fact that (κ0, κ1, κ2) = (0.75, 0.25, 0) for each pair of cousins, 
for both pedigrees, can be verified from the Table. Taking C1 and C2 for example, in none of the rows in 
either half of the table, are the labels for C1 and C1 both the same, so κ2 = 0. Meanwhile, the four labels 
are all distinct in rows 1, 3 and 4 in the left panel, and 1, 3, 4 and 7 in the right panel, so we can calculate 
κ0 as 0.3750 + 0.1875 + 0.1875 = 0.4219 + 0.1406 + 0.1406 + 0.0469 = 0.75.
We noted in Section 2.1 that pairwise relationships are not correctly quantified by coefficients of 
ancestry θ, so a fortiori neither are joint relationships between more than 2 individuals.
2.4 | IBD pattern distribution in the Iulius– Claudius pedigree
As a demonstration that the IBD pattern distribution among a handful of individuals can be readily 
computed even when the pedigree describing their relationships consists of as many as 35 individuals, 
and inbreeding is present, we briefly consider the Iulius– Claudius dynasty. This was the first Roman 
imperial dynasty, consisting of the first five emperors— Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius and 
Nero— and the family to which they belonged. They ruled the Roman Empire from its formation under 
Augustus in 27 BCE until 68 CE, when the last of the line, Nero, committed suicide. The name Iulius– 
Claudius dynasty refers to the two main branches of the imperial family: the gens Iulia and the gens 
Claudia. Figure 3 presents the Iulius– Claudius pedigree. Some of the names have been abbreviated.
As highlighted by the double horizontal bars in Figure 3, there are two inbred marriages within the 
pedigree, the first, between Germanicus and Agrippina Maior, leading to the other. The two emperors 
Caligula and Nero are descendants of this couple. We therefore look at the IBD pattern distribution 
among Germanicus, Agrippina Maior, Caligula and Nero, and also that between the three emperors 
Claudius, Caligula and Nero. Figure 4 shows excerpts (the most probable 9 patterns) of the IBD 
pattern distribution for these two subsets of individuals, respectively. As one can see from the figure, 
both Caligula and Nero share many alleles IBD. As an example of summarising a pairwise relation-
ship, Germanicus and Agrippina Maior, parents of Caligula and of Nero's mother, have probabilities 
of sharing none and one of their genes IBD equal to κ0 = 0.9375 and κ1 = 0.0625. The IBD pattern 
distribution, and coefficients like these extracted from it, very compactly yet exactly capture the very 
complex multi- generational story told by the pedigree.
F I G U R E  3  Iulius– Claudius family tree
GaioCaesar Aurelia T.ClaudiusNero Livia Agrippa Pomponia
Caesar MarcusBalbo Iulia DrususMaior Tiberius V.Agrippina
C.Octavius Atia DrususMinor
Augustus C.Scribonia MarcusAntonius OctaviaMinor
Agrippa Iulia.II Lucius AntoniaMaior DrususMaior AntoniaMinor
CaiusCaesar Iulia.III LuciusCaesar AgrippaPostumus AgrippinaMaior Germanicus Domitius Germanicus Livilla Claudius
Caligula Domitius AgrippinaMinor
Nero
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3 |  COMPUTATIONS FOR DNA MIXTURES
3.1 | Likelihoods and Bayesian networks
Under our universal assumption that we are using unlinked autosomal markers, and all individuals are 
drawn from a population in Hardy– Weinberg equilibrium, it is clear that genotypes n and peak heights z 
are independent across markers. Then the distributions p(n) and p(z|n) are products over markers— and 
therefore so are likelihood ratios computed from them. We therefore consider each marker separately, and 
assume a single marker for the rest of this section. The likelihood for observed peak heights z is of course
regarded as a function of the parameters in the two model component distributions.
For the peak height model introduced and investigated by Cowell et al. (2015), p(z|n) is defined as 
follows. As in Cowell et al. (2015), it is convenient both algebraically and computationally to repre-
sent genotypes n by allele count arrays: nia = 0, 1, 2 being the number of allele a in the genotype for 
individual i.
The peak heights Za at allele a are gamma distributed, conditional on n,
independently for each a, where g denotes the gamma density function, ρ quantifies the total amount of 
DNA in the mixture before amplification, ξ denotes the mean stutter proportion, η the scale (not rate), 




iini,a+1 the effective allele counts taking into account the stutter 





(2)p(za |n) = g(za;Da(, , n), ),
F I G U R E  4  (left) Most probable patterns in the IBD pattern distributions for (respectively, from the top) 
Germanicus, his wife Agrippina Maior and their descendants the Emperors Caligula and Nero, (right) the same for the 
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For given genotypes n, given parameters ψ = (ρ, ξ, η, ϕ), the conditional distribution for the peak 
heights z = (za)Aa=1 factorizes over alleles a
where
with G denoting the gamma distribution function and C the detection threshold.
For a given hypothesis  about the joint distribution p(n) of the genotypes of the I individu-
als, the full likelihood is obtained by summing over all possible combinations of genotypes to give 
p(z) = p(z;ψ) as in (1).
Unless both the number of mixture contributors and the number of alleles are very small, com-
puting the sum in (1) is a formidable task, often an intractable one. The key observation in Graversen 
and Lauritzen (2015), exploited in the DNAmixtures package, is that if genotypes n are encoded as 
allele count arrays (nia) giving the number of alleles of type a for individual i, and the joint distribution 
p(n) factorised into conditional distributions sequentially over a for each i, then p(n) has the structure 




p(n)p(z �n), which is the expectation over the BN distribution for n of the function 
p(z|n), is then exactly the kind of task performed by a BN probability propagation algorithm (Lauritzen & 
Spiegelhalter, 1988). We follow the DNAmixtures formulation, including the allele count array repre-
sentation of genotypes; for more computational detail see Graversen and Lauritzen (2015).
The IBD pattern distribution formulation helps to create methodology that considerably ex-
tends that described in Green and Mortera (2017). That paper introduced four approaches to 
adapting the BN computation in DNAmixtures to deal with paternity testing (where the pu-
tative father is a contributor to the mixture, and with or without the mother's genotype profile 
being available in addition to the child's). Three of these, additional likelihood node (ALN), 
replace probability tables (RPT) and meiosis Bayesian network (MBN) involve modifying the 
BN and are fast and essentially exact, the other, weighted likelihood ratio (WLR) is slow and 
approximate but easy to code.
It turns out that the RPT method is easiest to adapt to the case of relationships that are more com-
plex or involve more contributors. This entails replacing the default genotype conditional probability 
tables (CPTs), representing independent multinomial draws from the gene pool, by tables that encode 
assumed relationships and condition on any observed genotypes. All genotypes are determined by the 
values of the draws from the gene pool and the meiosis pattern, so by including the gene pool draws 
and the meiosis pattern as nodes in the BN, the CPTs for the individual genotype arrays consist only 
of 0s and 1s; they are then easy to construct, and can be stored compactly and processed efficiently in 
some BN engines, including Hugin.
Rather than define this process formally in the cumbersome and unilluminating algebra 
needed for generality, here we work through an example in detail. We begin by giving a construc-
tive definition of the joint distribution of a family's genotypes, using the IBD pattern distribution 
describing the family; this is useful in its own right, but it could also be used explicitly in sim-
ulating cases for testing purposes, and it also helps to motivate how we can construct CPTs for 
allele count arrays.






g(za;𝜌Da(𝜙, 𝜉, n), 𝜂) if za >C
G(C;𝜌Da(𝜙, 𝜉, n), 𝜂) otherwise,
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3.2 | The joint distribution of genotype profiles when 
contributors are related
Here we show how the IBD pattern distribution, together with the allele frequencies for each marker, 
determines the joint distribution of genotype profiles. For expository purposes only, we will give a 
constructive specification, as if it was intended to simulate profiles from the correct distribution. STR 
markers are at unlinked loci, so profiles at different markers are independent.
Consider first the four- individual family in Table 2(c), which shows two IBD patterns, with proba-
bilities 1/2 each. For each marker, independently, we proceed in three stages:
1. Choose a pattern (row of the table) at random, with the indicated probability.
2. Draw alleles from the gene pool, according to the allele frequencies, independently for each dis-
tinct label in the pattern— in this case, there are five distinct labels, 1, 2, …, 5 in each pattern, so 
we draw alleles a1, a2, …, a5.
3. Assign gene pool draws to form genotypes for the individuals using the labels— so here we set 
 Fgt = (a1, a2), Mgt = (a3, a4), Cgt = (a1, a3) and GFgt =  either (a1, a5) or (a2, a5) for rows 1 and 
2, respectively.
The general formulation should be clear from this example. Given the IBD pattern distribution, an 
allele will be drawn from the gene pool for each distinct label among the patterns, using the population 
allele frequencies for the marker in question. A pattern is drawn from the IBD pattern distribution, and 
the genes and hence genotypes for all individuals obtained by selecting the corresponding gene pool 
draws. The IBD pattern distribution applies equally for all markers, but the drawing of the alleles from 
the gene pool and of the IBD pattern will be independent for each marker. It is important to note that 
this procedure generates the genotypes for all the individuals of interest simultaneously, rather than 
sequentially from parents to child.
Pseudo- codes for this algorithm, viewed as a method for simulating genotypes for members of a 
family, and those of the next two sections are given in Supplementary information, Section 1, and all 
are implemented in open- source code in the KinMix package.
3.3 | Computing CPTs for related contributors
The case where no individuals are genotyped, so we are simply modelling family relationships among 
some or all of the mixture contributors is very straightforward. As in the previous section, we use the 
IBD pattern distribution directly. Continuing the Table 2(c) example, with the four individuals  labelled 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, the nodes of the required BN represent {nia, i = 1, 2, 3, 4; a = 1, 2, …, A}, {mja, j = 1, 2, 
3, 4, 5; a = 1, 2, …, A}, {Tja, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; a = 2, …, A−1}, and s. Here nia = 0, 1, 2 is the number 
of alleles a for individual i, mja = 0,1 the numbers of a for the jth draw from the gene pool, and the T 
are cumulative sums of the m (cumulative over a). Again, pseudo- code for this algorithm is given in 
Section 1 of the Supplementary information, following the same pattern as that of the previous sec-
tion, but at each node, instead of generating an allele count, we compute its conditional distribution 
given its parents in the graph in the form of a table.
The typical structure of the BN representing this model when the gene pool draws and individual's 
genotypes are represented by allele count arrays is shown for a small example in Figure 5; this cor-
responds to the situation in Table 2(c), but including just three of the four individuals in this family, 
the Grandfather, Mother and Child, here numbered 1, 2 and 3, respectively, and assuming just four 
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allelic values. Note that there are directed edges from mja to nia if and only if the pattern label j appears 
among the IBD patterns for individual i. In general, the graph depends on the number of individuals 
in the family, the number of alleles and the IBD pattern distribution.
3.4 | Conditioning on typed relatives
The case where some individuals in the family have been typed is a little more complicated; again 
similar reasoning applies to both simulation of genotypes, and computations of their CPTs.
Consider the four- individual family again, and suppose that the Father and Mother are mixture 
contributors, and the Child and Grandfather are typed, with genotypes (a,b) and (b,c), respectively, 
where a, b and c are distinct alleles.
F I G U R E  5  The typical structure of a BN for the joint distribution of several genotypes using the IBD pattern 
distribution: three genotypes (those for the Grandfather, Mother and Child in Table 2(c)), derived from five draws 

















n_1_1 n_1_2 n_1_3 n_1_4
n_3_1 n_3_2 n_3_3 n_3_4
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Our construction is shown schematically in Table 4. Recalling that genotypes are unordered 
pairs of genes, we first expand the IBD pattern distribution table by explicitly laying out all pos-
sible permutations of the allele labels for the two typed individuals, giving equal probability to 
each; this is to expedite checking for matches for each label. Matching these four allele labels onto 
their observed values a,b,b,c, respectively, allows us to map allele labels onto actual allele values, 
for each of the permuted patterns. It also reveals that some permuted patterns cannot generate the 
observed alleles. For example the first row is impossible, given the observed genotypes, since the 
allele label 1 cannot simultaneously map onto the distinct alleles a and b, while the second row 
is possible, with the mapping 1↦b, 3↦a and 5↦c. These mappings already determine some of 
the alleles of the Father and Mother, the mixture contributors. Those that are still not fixed are 
distinguished by underlining in bold in Table 4. A column, headed p(Cgt, GFgt), has been added 
to the table giving for each permuted pattern the probability of the typed individuals having the 
observed values. The final columns for the table summarise what is now known about the Father's 
and Mothers’ genotypes for each permuted pattern, with ? denoting a draw from the gene pool. 
(In this example, all such draws are independent, since there is no duplication in allele labels for 
the Father and Mother.)
We now have all the information needed either to simulate Father and Mother genotypes, or to 
construct a BN for the genotype allele count arrays of the Father and Mother, in each case condi-
tional on the genotypes of the Child and Grandfather. The BN ‘parents’ for each count node consist 
of one node indexing the permuted pattern, together with nodes indicating the values of the draws 
from the gene pool required. The probability distribution over the permuted pattern node is modi-
fied from the ‘prior’ (uniform) distribution by being conditioned on the typed genotypes, that is, it 
consists of the values of p(Cgt,GFgt) (see Table 4 in the case of our worked example), renormalised 
to sum to 1.
It might be useful to point out that the approach we take to computing conditional genotype proba-
bilities (as a crucial step on the way to delivering likelihood ratios) avoids any manual algebra, which 
is straightforward in simple cases but can be tedious and error- prone otherwise. Of course, it obtains 
the same answer. To see this, consider the familiar example of paternity testing given both mother's 
and child's genotypes. For the case where these two genotypes are (a, b) and (b, c), respectively, where 
again a, b, c are all different, see Table 5, which is in exactly the same format as Table 4. Simple alge-
bra tells us that the Father must donate the c allele to his child, and that his other allele is drawn from 
the gene pool, and this is exactly the answer that Table 5 provides.
T A B L E  4  The worked example
Fgt Mgt Cgt GFgt p(Cgt,GFgt) Fgt Mgt
1 2 3 4 1 3 1 5 0
1 2 3 4 3 1 1 5 0.125qaqbqc (b,?) (a,?)
1 2 3 4 1 3 5 1 0
1 2 3 4 3 1 5 1 0
1 2 3 4 1 3 2 5 0.125qaq2bqc (a,b) (b,?)
1 2 3 4 3 1 2 5 0.125qaq2bqc (b,b) (a,?)
1 2 3 4 1 3 5 2 0.125qaq2bqc (a,c) (b,?)
1 2 3 4 3 1 5 2 0.125qaq2bqc (b,c) (a,?)
a b b c a ≠ b ≠ c ≠ a
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4 |  COANCESTRY AND UNCERTAIN 
ALLELE FREQUENCIES
We have so far focussed on the role in modelling DNA mixtures of close relationships, specified 
through family structures. In this section, we will briefly touch on the different situation of coancestry, 
or what we could call ambient relatedness, where purportedly unrelated actors in fact have dependent 
genotypes because the population from which they are drawn exhibits high relatedness, for example 
through inbreeding. Just as with close relationships, these dependencies are driven by identity by de-
scent, but the impact is somewhat different, because it applies generally to the whole population, and 
the dependence is usually substantially lower in magnitude.
In model- based inference from DNA profiles of STR markers, it has become routine to apply the 
‘θ correction’ of Balding and Nichols (1994). The scalar parameter θ, the kinship coefficient or coef-
ficient of ancestry, can be identified with Wright's measure of interpopulation variation FST (Wright, 
1940, 1951; ), and informally interpreted as the ‘proportion of alleles that share a common ancestor 
in the same subpopulation’. As discussed by Balding and Nichols (1994), the parameter θ arises in 
various models for dependent populations, for example the ‘island model’ of partially separated sub- 
populations. That θ does not determine coefficients of identity was noted in Section 2.1.
Green and Mortera (2009) observed that exactly the same probabilistic model for the joint distribu-
tion of multiple genes arises in a simple model for uncertainty in allele frequencies (UAF), in which 
the true allele frequencies are treated as unknowns with a Dirichlet distribution and the database 
used for calculation regarded as a multinomial sample from these true frequencies. The parameter 
α = (1−θ)/θ is then the effective size of the database. Green and Mortera (2009) also observed that 
this model is amenable to implementation as a BN, as an alternative to algebraic specification; this BN 
actually encodes a Pólya urn scheme.
4.1 | Ambient relatedness for allele count arrays
In discussion of Cowell et al. (2015), both Tvedebrink (modelling kinship) and Green (modelling un-
certainty in allele frequencies) observe that when genotypes are represented by allele counts arrays nia, 





nja (etc.), and DM denotes the Dirichlet– Multinomial distribution. See Green 










T A B L E  5  A simpler example: simple paternity testing
Fgt Mgt Cgt p(Mgt,Cgt) Fgt
1 2 3 4 1 3 0
1 2 4 3 1 3 0
1 2 3 4 3 1 0
1 2 4 3 3 1 0.25qaqbqc (c,?)
a b b c a ≠ b ≠ c ≠ a
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of the Beta- binomial to more than two categories. It is a Dirichlet mixture of multinomial distributions. 




so long as ∑axa = n.
Factorising the conditional distributions in (4) over alleles, we find that individual allele counts 
have Beta- binomial conditional distributions:
The Beta- binomial distribution: X ∼ BB(n,α,β) means
Note that BB(1, α, β) is just Bernoulli (α/(α+β)).
The KinMix package includes functions for modifying genotype CPTs to model UAF and ambi-
ent IBD.
Tvedebrink et al. (2015) give a fuller analysis, including a quantitative study of the implications. 
They show that relatedness/uncertainty in allele frequencies can increase or decrease LR's in identifi-
cation tasks. Section 3 of the Supplementary information provides a list of software that handles DNA 
mixtures in the presence of coancestry.
4.2 | Coancestry and relationships together
Particular casework may involve both close relationships and ambient relatedness (or uncertainty 
in allele frequencies). Modelling such a situation combines elements from Sections 3.3 and 4.1. 
Full details are omitted, but the key algebraic manipulations are given in Supplementary informa-
tion, Section 2. The algorithmic implications are that binomial distributions in algorithms would 
be replaced by Beta- binomials, with the meiosis pattern as an additional parent at each instance of 
the Pólya urn. See also Cowell (2016) for a different analysis of this combined model.
At present, simultaneous modelling of close relationships and coancestry/uncertainty in allele fre-
quencies is not implemented in the KinMix package. Previous work with allele- presence data only 
(Green & Mortera, 2009) and the work of Tvedebrink et al. (2015) show that the numerical difference 
in log likelihood ratios due to coancestry is rarely important in scientific terms.
5 |  SETTING PARAMETERS
The methodology of this article is based on the joint probability model p(n,z) = p(n)p(z|n) for the 
genotype profiles and peak heights, and this distribution has a number of parameters, notably the 
population allele frequencies, the relative proportions of the contributions of the different contributors 




















nia | (nj.)i−1j=1, {nib, b < a} ∼ BB((2 − ni,<a), (𝛼a + n<i,a), (𝛼>a + n<i,>a)).





Γ( + x)Γ( + n − x)Γ( + )
Γ()Γ()Γ( +  + n)
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to the mixture, and the parameters describing the PCR process and the artefacts of measurement em-
bedded in the Cowell et al. (2015) peak height model. We do not prescribe any particular approach to 
setting these parameters when evaluating the likelihood, as this choice must be strongly influenced by 
regulation and practice in the judicial regime in which the analysis of the mixture is to be used, and 
the particular question that is being addressed.
Although Bayesian networks are a key concept in the computations we use, this does not 
mean that a Bayesian formalism is intended. In fact the Cowell et al. (2015) model is presented 
as entirely frequentist, with the BN computations simply a device to compute an otherwise in-
tractable likelihood function. The DNAmixtures package includes a function for maximising 
the likelihood as a function of the model parameters (the relative proportions of the contribu-
tions of the different contributors to the mixture, and the parameters describing the PCR process 
and the artefacts of measurement), and that function applies equally to a model modified using 
KinMix.
In principle a Bayesian analysis could be conducted, and the fast calculations of the likelihood 
that the packages provide would be an asset in implementing a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
sampler for posterior simulation, but we have not attempted this.
Considering now only maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), when we are comparing alternative 
models for mixtures, the question arises under which model(s) should the likelihood be maximised? 
The answer depends on context and perspective. In a likelihood ratio test of p against 0, the re-
spective likelihoods would each be maximised separately, and the ratio of the maximised values used 
as the test statistic. However, here the  log10 LR measures the weight of the evidence, and we are not 
appealing to statistical testing theory. In a criminal trial, depending on jurisdiction, custom might sug-
gest or dictate choosing parameter values for both numerator and denominator that minimise the ratio, 
or perhaps maximise the denominator, in line with the presumption of innocence of the defendant (in 
dubio pro reo). In a civil case, say a paternity suit, the notion of defendant hardly applies.
Our experience has been that in many contexts, choice between these approaches makes little dif-
ference to the values of likelihood ratios, or their interpretations; we give a numerical example of this 
below. However, this cannot be a general conclusion; we anticipate, for example, that in comparing 
alternative hypotheses about the relatedness of mixture contributors to each other, parameter choice 
could have more impact.
Our numerical illustration revisits the Italian singer case, used for motivation in Green and Mortera 
(2017) (sections 4 and 5). This is a case of paternity testing, where the putative father is represented 
in the evidence only as a contributor to a mixture, assumed to be of 2 contributors, denoted U1 and U2; 
this is because the claim of paternity only arose some years after the putative father's death and the 
remains available had been corrupted. The child's genotype Cgt is available, and we presented weights 
of evidence for paternity, with and without using also the mother's genotype Mgt. The hypotheses are 
p, that the major contributor to the mixture is the father, against 0, that neither contributor to the 
mixture is related to the child (or mother).
Table 6 illustrates that under either 0 or p the MLEs (̂0, ̂p, respectively) of the parameters 
ψ = (ρ,η,ξ,ϕU1,ϕU2) do not vary substantially, as mentioned above. Table 7 gives the likelihood ratios 
in favour of paternity without and with information on Cgt's mother's genotype Mgt: (a) when using 
the MLEs computed under 0 in both numerator and denominator of the LR (columns 2 and 3) and 
(b) when using the MLEs computed separately under p and 0 (columns 4 and 5). Adopting (a) or 
(b) makes only immaterial differences to the LRs (less than 2%), in the context where the LR in favour 
of paternity is already more than 250,000, and including also the information about the mother's gen-
otype increases this at least 500- fold.
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6 |  SOFTWARE: THE KINMIX PACKAGE
The modelling and methods introduced in this paper form the basis for an R package KinMix (Green, 
2020a) that extends the package DNAmixtures (Graversen, 2013). As with DNAmixtures, there-
fore, the package relies on the Hugin system for probabilistic expert systems, accessed via the 
Rhugin package. The model for peak heights given genotypes p(z|n), together with the treatment 
of artefacts such as drop- out and stutter, are exactly as in Cowell et al. (2015). The KinMix package 
provides functions for constructing IBD pattern distributions from pedigree information, and using 
these pattern distributions to modify the default DNAmixtures genotype profile distribution p(n) 
(in which untyped individuals are assumed unrelated draws from a specified gene pool), to allow for 
related contributors.
KinMix also provides facilities from simulating genotype profiles from groups of individuals with 
specified joint relationships, making graphical displays of joint relationships, and many other utilities. 
In addition to the package manual pages in standard R format, a tutorial user guide is available as 
Green (2020b).
KinMix inherits from DNAmixtures the representation of genotypes via allele count arrays, 
which is important in saving both computation time and computer memory, and allows the mod-
elling of mixtures with as many as five or six untyped individuals, depending on the details of the 
case, especially the numbers of alleles, and on the memory available. Although building in rela-
tionships between individuals does increase both time and space requirements, examples in this 
paper demonstrate that quite complex problems can be considered. Under standard assumptions, 
once parameters are fixed, likelihoods and likelihood ratios in our mixture models factorise over 
markers. Furthermore, in the case of related contributors, logarithms of likelihoods and likelihood 
ratios are weighted averages of those obtained from the individual IBD patterns. The weights are 
the probabilities of the patterns, the posterior probabilities in the case where some of the relatives 
have been typed. An option in KinMix allows exploiting these facts, with the effect of considerably 
reducing the storage requirements when many markers are involved, since separate BNs are used for 
each marker/IBD pattern combination.
T A B L E  6  Maximum likelihood estimates in the Italian singer paternity case; the parameters are those in the 
Cowell et al. (2015) peak height model
MLEs ρ η ξ ϕU1 ϕU2
0 — baseline 0.718 1124 0.006643 0.9783 0.02166
p with Cgt known 0.745 1083 0.006527 0.9797 0.02034
p with Cgt & Mgt known 0.745 1083 0.006526 0.9797 0.02035
T A B L E  7  Likelihood ratios and their logarithms, in the Italian singer paternity case
Likelihood ratios p = 0 = ̂0(z) p = ̂p,0 = ̂0
p versus 0 LR log10(LR) LR log10(LR)
With Cgt 266,100 5.425 270,100 5.432
With Cgt & Mgt known 143.5×106 8.157 145.7×106 8.163
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7 |  SIMULATIONS
In this section, we examine the performance of  log10- likelihoods, based on the Cowell et al. (2015) 
model, at discriminating between different joint relationships, in a study using simulated electro-
pherogram (EPG) and genotype data. Each simulated data set consists of genotype profiles generated 
from a prescribed ‘True’ model, using the generative model in Section 3.2; from each we generate 
artificial EPG data using the pcrsim (Hansson, 2017) package, which simulates the DNA amplifica-
tion process. These PCR simulations were based on using the AmpFℓ STRTM SGM PlusTM PCR 
Amplification Kit, with the Norwegian SGM database, on 10 STR markers, together with Amelogenin, 
all available in pcrsim. The numbers of cells amplified varied from 200 to 251.
The resulting data are analysed using KinMix (Green, 2020a), under a variety of assumed models. 
In each case, we compute the log likelihood ratio against a baseline model that assumes the same num-
ber of unrelated contributors. In all examples, the focus of interest is on the  log10 LR from the peak 
height data given the stated available genotypes, that is, on the additional information about the ques-
tion of interest attributable to the mixture data. These ratios are tabulated or graphed for a small num-
ber of replicates2 of the PCR process, for each of a small number of independently generated genotype 
profiles, thus giving an idea of the variation attributable to these two sources. Parameters for the 
DNAmixtures peak height model are estimated by maximum likelihood using that package, assum-
ing the appropriate number of unrelated contributors, estimated separately on each simulated EPG.
Each analysis in the following experiments involves specifying the true joint relationship between 
the actors involved, the hypothesised relationship(s), which of the actors contribute to the mixture, and 
which if any of the actors are genotyped.
7.1 | Study 1: Two- way relationships
In this experiment, we study DNA mixtures with two contributors, and no other typed actors. We consider 
five possible familial relationships between the two contributors; for each relationship, we simulate EPG 
data and fit mixture models hypothesising each of the five relationships in turn. In Table 8, we report the 
median  log10 LR for each of the hypothesised models, over four replicated EPGs for each of four repli-
cated genotypes. In each case, the EPG data are simulated with 150 cells from the major contributor and 
50 from the minor one.
The variation in these  log10 LRs across replicate genotype profiles and EPGs is depicted in Figure 6. 
The rows of the figure correspond to the true relationships, and the columns to the four replicate genotype 
profiles. Within each panel we see a colour- coded diagram showing the variation in  log10 LR over the 
four EPG replicates. The  log10 LRs when parent– child is hypothesised are suppressed from the Figure as 
they take extreme values, as can be seen in the parent– child column of Table 8.
The highest median  log10 LRs are all found down the diagonal, so that if we select a model on the 
basis of the largest, then on average, we correctly identify the true model in all five cases. This is most 
pronounced when the true model is parent– child, a pattern that is perhaps to be expected given the κ 
coefficients, also tabulated in Table 8. Some of the other relationships are harder to distinguish. Also, 
recall that many relationships, like half- sibs, aunt/uncle, grandparent, etc., have identical IBD pattern 
 1Other PCR parameters were as defined by the pcrsim command simPCR(data=res, pcr.prob=1,  
pcr.cyc=28, vol.aliq=20, vol.pcr=50, sd.vol.pcr=1).
 2These are independent identically distributed repeats of the PCR simulation, not replicates in the sense of DNA replication.
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distributions and κ coefficients. Perhaps a more meaningful interpretation is that on an individual- 
replicate basis, for the five true relationships, in 11, 11, 9, 4 and 12 out of the 16 = 4 × 4 replicates, 
respectively, the correct model was identified.
When there is additional information, such as the genotypes of individuals potentially related to mixture 
contributors the evidence becomes much stronger, as we will see in some of the following examples.
7.2 | Study 2: Three- way relationships
This experiment is exactly similar to the previous one, except now we consider relationships between 
three related contributors. The five considered relationships are, respectively, trio (mother, father and 
child); a mother and two children; three sibs; three- cousins- cyclic, three- cousins- star; the last two are 
defined and illustrated in Section 2.3. Again, there are no typed actors. In each case the EPG data are 
simulated with 100, 50 and 25 cells from the three contributors.
Table 9 gives the median  log10 LR relative to the baseline (three unrelated contributors) for com-
paring each combination of true and hypothesised relationship model, over four replicated genotypes 
by four replicated EPGs. The highest median  log10 LRs are again all found down the diagonal, imply-
ing that each of the five relationships are correctly identified on average. This effect is strongest when 
the relationships are mother and two children, or three sibs. In these two scenarios, the three contrib-
utors all have a close pairwise relationship, whereas in the trio, the mother and father are unrelated. 
Also, the three cousins scenarios have more distant relationships among each other, and of course have 
identical pairwise relationships, so are harder to distinguish. These factors explain the asymmetry in 
the table. On a per- replicate basis, for the five true relationships, in, respectively, 12, 7, 12, 14 and 11 
out of the 16 = 4 × 4 replicates, the correct model was identified.
Figure 7 shows the variation in  log10 LRs within the genotypes and across the four replicated EPGs 
in each row panel for five different three- way relationships. As in the previous section, each row cor-
responds to a true relationship, and the four panels to the genotype profile replicates.
7.3 | Study 3: Three- way relationships, with a relation genotyped
Here we consider four brothers, and DNA mixtures simulated from a true model in which three of the 
brothers are contributors. We consider testing p: three brothers contributed to the mixture versus 
0: the three contributors are unrelated, and drawn from the gene pool. We perform this test with 






child Sibs Half- sibs Cousins
Half- 
cousins
Parent– child 0 1 0 2.360 1.927 1.873 1.129 0.636
Sibs 0.25 0.5 0.25 −4.089 1.812 1.294 0.748 0.409
Half- sibs 0.5 0.5 0 −22.508 −0.831 0.474 0.355 0.198
Cousins 0.75 0.25 0 −∞ −0.472 0.219 0.320 0.213
Half- cousins 0.875 0.125 0 −∞ −1.939 −0.607 −0.097 0.004
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and without the assumption that the fourth brother is genotyped, yielding genotype Bgt, and as usual 
we generate four replicate joint genotype profiles, and four replicate EPGs for each. In each case the 
EPG data are simulated with 200, 100 and 50 cells from the three brothers contributing to the mix-
ture; the same EPGs are used for the analyses without and with the fourth brother's genotype.
This kind of case can arise when brothers are engaged in a joint criminal activity and DNA might 
be found on, for example a get- away car, balaklava, banknote, crowbar, or gun.
The  log10 LR results are shown by replicate in Table 10 and Figure 8. Note that in most but not all 
of the 16 = 4 × 4 replicates, there is much greater weight of evidence that the three brothers are in the 
mixture when the fourth brother's genotype is available.
F I G U R E  6  Study 1: Variation in the  log10 LRs across replicate genotype profiles and EPGs for the two- way 
example. The rows of the figure correspond to the true relationships, and the columns to the four replicate genotype 
profiles. Within each panel  log10 LR is plotted against hypothesised relationship (from left to right: sibs (S), half- sibs 
(HS), cousins (C) and half- cousins (HC), respectively). Lines join values corresponding to the same EPG replicate. 
The  log10 LRs when parent– child is hypothesised are suppressed from the Figure as they take extreme values, as can 
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T A B L E  9  Study 2: Median  log10 LR over four replicated genotypes by four replicated EPGs in simulations of a 
DNA mixture for each three- way relationship
True
Hypothesised
Trio Mother, 2 kids 3 sibs 3- cousins- cyclic 3- cousins- star
Trio 2.772 −15.903 1.772 1.822 1.310
Mother, 2 kids 2.032 5.280 4.260 2.929 2.230
3 sibs −6.446 −3.800 3.584 2.417 1.917
3- cousins- cyclic −14.354 −20.380 −7.308 0.696 0.585
3- cousins- star −20.741 −20.325 −5.740 0.502 0.540
F I G U R E  7  Study 2: Variation in the  log10 LRs across replicate genotype profiles and EPGs for the three- way example. 
The rows of the figure correspond to the true relationships, and the columns to the four replicate genotype profiles. Within 
each panel  log10 LR is plotted against hypothesised relationship (from left to right: trio, mother and two children (M2C), 
3 sibs (3S), 3- cousins- cyclic (3Cc), 3- cousins- star (3Cs), respectively). Lines join values corresponding to the same EPG 
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7.4 | Study 4: Incestuous sibs
Our remaining examples consider incestuous relationships in two person DNA mixtures of unknown 
or partly known contributors, in cases of possibly incestuous relationships. This section concerns incest 
between sibs.
The setup we consider is of a father/mother/child trio, and a mixture where the contributors are the 
mother and child. Cases like this occur when a mother- foetus mixture is found and we wish to test the 
paternity. The hypotheses entertained are p: the father and mother are siblings, as in the pedigree in 
Figure 9(a) and 0: the father and mother are unrelated. The EPG data are simulated under p in this 
experiment, and with 200 cells from the mother and 100 from the child.
Table 11 shows the IBD pattern distribution of the three genotypes under p.
The results for testing whether there was incest or not are shown in Table 12 and Figure 10, the 
table giving medians over the replicates, the figure showing the variation across 4×4 replicates. In this 
example, there is very little variation across EPGs with genotype profiles.
Some of the dependency visible here on which actors are genotyped may seem counter- intuitive. 
For example, why does typing both Father and Child give apparently less clear evidence of incest 
than typing either one of Father and Child or neither separately, and indeed in some replicates give 
evidence against incest? Recall from the beginning of Section 7 that in all of our simulation stud-
ies, the focus of interest is on the   log10 LR from the peak height data given the stated available 
genotypes. Taking the peak height data and genotype data together (not shown here), as expected, 
removes the apparent paradox.
F I G U R E  8  Study 3:  log10 LR for p versus 0 in the case of four brothers, without and with the fourth brother 











w/o Bgt with Bgt w/o Bgt with Bgt w/o Bgt with Bgt w/o Bgt with Bgt
T A B L E  1 0  Study 3: The contributors to a mixture are three sibs.  log10 LR for testing whether the contributors 
are three sibs or not, that is p: 3 sibs contributed to the mixture versus 0: the 3 contributors are unrelated. We also 
have the genotype Bgt of a fourth sib. The analysis is replicated 4 × 4 times
Without Bgt With Bgt
EPG replicate
Genotype profile Genotype profile
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1 −3.863 6.990 5.144 3.989 −3.936 16.442 5.899 −0.316
2 −0.489 11.146 2.235 1.483 4.874 20.166 5.796 6.480
3 2.630 9.434 1.731 4.236 8.375 17.964 6.967 9.251
4 −0.159 7.783 1.671 3.473 3.846 16.476 4.255 8.466
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T A B L E  1 1  Study 4: IBD pattern distribution for the incestuous case where the father F of the child C is the 
brother of the mother M
pr F M C
0.125 1 2 1 2 1 1
0.125 1 2 1 2 1 2
0.125 1 2 1 3 1 1
0.125 1 2 1 3 1 2
0.125 1 2 1 3 1 3
0.125 1 2 1 3 2 3
0.25 1 2 3 4 1 3
T A B L E  1 2  Study 4:  log10 LR for testing whether there was incest or not, medians over 4 × 4 replicate data sets
Typed actors
F & C F M C none
Median  log10 LR 1.030 2.718 1.233 0.076 1.318
F I G U R E  1 0  Study 4:  log10 LRs for the incestuous sibs example. The panels represent the replicated genotype 
profiles. In each panel, variation in  log10 LRs is shown across replicated EPGs, colour- coded by which actors are 











F&C F M C noneF&C F M C noneF&C F M C noneF&C F M C none
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A more careful study of the conditional dependencies in this example reveals that the peak heights 
convey no information about incest if the Mother and one or other or both of the Father and Child are 
typed.
7.5 | Study 5: Incest and rape
Here we consider the horrendous scenario where a child has been raped, and we have a mixed trace 
from her vagina. The suspected culprit is her maternal grandfather, and additionally, there is some 
suspicion that the grandfather is also her father, that is, that she is the offspring of an incestuous rela-
tionship between her mother and maternal grandfather. We assume the child is the major contributor 
to the mixture, and that there is one other contributor. The pedigree for the case of incest is shown in 
Figure 9(b), and this pedigree is assumed in simulating our EPG data for this study. The EPG data 
are simulated with 200 cells from the child and 100 from the rapist. In all cases we do not question 
that M is the mother of C, and that GF is the father of M. Table 13 shows the IBD pattern distribu-
tion of the three genotypes for an incestuous family where the maternal grandfather GF of a child C 
is the father of the mother M.
We consider various possibilities for which actors are separately genotyped: either both M and C, 
M only, C only, none. As before, our experiments for the above scenarios are based on four replicated 
genotypes by four replicated EPGs.
For brevity, in describing this study, we will use the term rape to mean that the GF is the second 
contributor to the mixture, and incest to mean that GF is father of C. We wish to examine whether it 
is possible from the DNA mixture and any typed genotypes to distinguish the possibilities of incest 
and/or rape. Table 14 reports the  log10 LRs for each of (i) rape assuming incest, (ii) incest assuming 
T A B L E  1 3  Study 5: IBD pattern distribution for the incestuous case where the grandfather GF of a child C is the 
father of the mother M
pr GF M C
0.25 1 2 1 3 1 1
0.25 1 2 1 3 1 2
0.25 1 2 1 3 1 3
0.25 1 2 1 3 2 3
T A B L E  1 4  Study 5:  log10 LRs for the tests (i)- (iv) over four replicated genotypes by four replicated EPGs with 
the set of typed actors given in (b)
Scenarios
Typed
Both M and C M C None
Rape assuming incest 25.145 7.713 20.403 3.679
Incest assuming rape 2.916 4.608 1.721 2.506
Rape assuming no incest 21.404 3.111 18.682 2.002
Incest assuming no rape 0 0.574 0 0.787
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rape, (iii) rape assuming no incest and (iv) incest assuming no rape. Figure 11 shows the variation in 
the  log10 LRs by replicate.
Note that for the test of incest assuming no rape, when the child's genotype is known, a conditional 
independence argument confirms that the  log10 LR is identically 0.
We can see that there tends to be a stronger signal for rape than for incest, and also that when we 
have the additional information on the child's genotype the  log10 LR becomes much larger. Having 
only the mother's genotype does not make a substantial difference.
F I G U R E  1 1  Study 5: Variation in the  log10 LRs across replicate genotype profiles and EPGs for the incest and rape 
example. The rows of the figure correspond to the various tests, and the columns to the four replicate genotype profiles. Within 
each panel  log10 LR is plotted against which actors are genotyped (colour- coded: red, red, green, and orange for mother and 
child, mother alone, child alone, or no one, respectively). Lines join values corresponding to the same EPG replicate
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8 |  REAL CASE APPLICATIONS
8.1 | Case 1: Identification of a missing person
Here we analyse a real case related to a missing male, provided by the DNA Laboratory, Comisaría 
General de Policía Científica of Madrid. We refer to Green et al. (2021) for details of the case 
analysis. Here we will revisit some of the results, and also compare them with an analysis made 
with different software. The full anonymised data together with the R scripts to compute the re-
sults are given in the webpage3. The data are anonymised to avoid serious privacy and confiden-
tiality concerns.
In this case, only a daughter of the missing male was available to donate a DNA sample. A biological 
sample was collected from a toothbrush, presumably used by the missing person. DNA was recovered 
and analysed on 21 STR markers, plus three sex- related markers, included in GlobalFilerTM PCR ampli-
fication kit (ThermoFisher). The reference sample from the daughter of the missing male was also geno-
typed with the same kit. A two- person DNA mixture was detected on the toothbrush. We denote the two 
distinct unknown contributors by U1 for the major contributor and U2 for the minor. An excerpt of the data 
is shown in Table 15, showing the alleles and peak heights in the DNA mixture found on the toothbrush 
T. The DNA profile of the daughter, denoted by D, is also shown. The sex- related markers (not shown) 
indicated that the mixture was most probably from a male and a female donor.
Here we analyse the DNA mixture found on the toothbrush T presumably used by the missing per-
son. We assume known allele frequencies and adopt a threshold of 50 rfus (relative fluorescent units).
In the preliminary analysis of the data, we found that the estimated proportion of DNA for 
the major contributor U1, U1 = 0.93 is large. We also computed the   log 10LR for testing p: D is 
the child of U1 (and similarly for U2) versus 0: U1 and U2 are assumed drawn at random from the 
gene pool. The  log10 LR = 10.97 is large, pointing to U1 being a parent of D but it is also substan-
tial,  log10 LR = 4.53, for the hypothesis that the minor contributor U2 is a parent of D. We then ques-
tioned whether U1 and U2 were possibly related. The negative  log10 LRs for comparing p: U1 has the 
relationship to U2, versus 0: U1 and U2 are unrelated, given in Table 16, show that they are most likely 
to be unrelated and thus are likely to be the parents of D or close relatives thereof. Furthermore, the 
likelihood that D was one of the contributors is practically zero.
 3https://peter green web.wordp ress.com/examp le- 1- data- code- and- outpu t/
T A B L E  1 5  Case 1: An excerpt of the anonymised data from the toothbrush T, showing the markers, alleles and 
relative peak heights together with the daughter's genotype D
Markers Alleles in mixture Toothbrush peak height D
Marker 6 19 264 19
21 3664 21
Marker 7 13 1152
14 126
15 941 15
Marker 14 13 5158 13
15 304 15
Marker 20 13 3218
17 3550 17
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We now examine the joint relationships between the mixture contributors and the typed daughter 
D, which clarifies the role of D in validating the mixture profile. Table 17 shows the  log10 LR for 
item T for several hypotheses p concerning different relationships among U1, U2 and D, versus the 
null hypothesis that these individuals are all unrelated. The values of the  log10 LR show that there 
is strong evidence that the two contributors to item T are the missing father of D and D's mother, or 
at least very close relatives of them. Comparing the first 4 rows of Table 17 confirms that the most 
likely single possibility is that they are indeed the mother and father. All values in the Table remain 
unchanged if the sexes of all contributors are reversed; we choose to identify them in the way shown 
because inference (not shown) also including the Amelogenin locus indicates that is is most likely 
that the major contributor U1 is female.
If there is interest in comparing two of the models displayed in Table 17, the appropriate  log10 LR 
is simply obtained by calculating the difference between the values shown. For example, comparing 
the first row and the fifth, 17.935−10.974=6.961 gives the weight of evidence that U2 is the father 
of D, given that it is already assumed that U1 is the mother of D. There are too many different such 
comparisons that can be made to list them all here.
Some of the specific relationships examined in Table 17 are speculative, but might be of interest in 
cases where a home is shared by an extended family.
T A B L E  1 6  Case 1: The  log10 LR for p: the two contributors to the mixture are related as specified versus 0: 
the two contributors are unrelated










T A B L E  1 7  Case 1: For item T,  log10 LR for several hypotheses p concerning different relationships among U1,  
U2 and D, versus 0: U1, U2 and D are all unrelated. The results in the lower half of the table can be used as baselines 
for comparison for those in the upper half. All  log10 LR remain unchanged if the sexes of U1 and U2 are switched
p  log10 LR
U1 mother of D and U2 father of D 17.935
U1 maternal aunt of D and U2 father of D 14.028
U1 mother of D and U2 paternal uncle of D 15.579
U1 maternal aunt of D and U2 paternal uncle of D 11.763
U1 mother of D and U2 unrelated 10.974
U1 maternal aunt of D and U2 unrelated 7.452
U1 unrelated and U2 father of D 4.530
U1 unrelated and U2 paternal uncle of D 2.796
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8.1.1 | Case 1, comparison with relMix
The R package relMix (Hernandis et al., 2019) also analyses DNA mixtures involving relatives, but 
is based only on allele presence, not considering the peak heights when modelling the DNA mixture 
as does KinMix. Based on the toothbrush sample, here we draw a comparison between results when 
using KinMix with and without the peak height data, and using relMix.
Table 18 presents a marker- wise comparison between the likelihood LR and the overall  log10 LR, 
for comparing p: U1 is the father of D versus 0: U1 and U2 are assumed drawn at random from the 
gene pool. Note that on comparing columns 2 and 3 to column 4 in Table 18, for only 2 markers out 
of 20 does using the peak heights yield a smaller  log10 LR than using allele- presence data alone. The 
results obtained with relMix and KinMix when not including the peak height information are quite 
similar, although based on quite different models.
T A B L E  1 8  Case 1: Marker- wise LR and overall  log10 LR for item T, using relMix and KinMix with and 
without peak height information, for testing whether in T, p: U1 is the father of D versus 0: U1 and U2 are random 
members of the population. The partial  log10 LR values exclude markers 8 and 10
Marker
relMix KinMix KinMix
w/o peak heights with peak heights
1 3.02 3.11 4.84
2 7.18 7.77 10.92
3 9.23 9.81 12.89
4 3.54 3.61 3.72
5 4.75 4.93 5.16
6 2.55 2.58 3.34
7 1.08 1.07 1.59
8 NaN 5.53 5.07
9 1.26 1.18 1.62
10 NaN 2.34 2.15
11 6.30 6.35 10.92
12 1.71 1.71 1.99
13 2.25 2.26 2.27
14 2.09 2.12 1.51
15 2.39 2.46 2.54
16 5.02 5.24 6.17
17 1.89 1.74 2.39
18 3.48 3.52 6.77
19 3.01 3.11 3.30
20 1.60 1.49 1.23
Partial  log10 LR 8.35 8.42 9.94
Computation times (s) 1314 2.30 2.32
Overall  log10 LR 9.53 10.97
Computation times (s) 3.02 3.09
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We found that relMix was not able to compute the LR for markers 8 and 10; these are the 
markers for which there are more than 16 different alleles in the allele frequency database. We 
indicate this in Table 18 by NaN. When using only those markers that relMix is able to compute, 
the partial  log10 LR obtained with KinMix with peak height information, is 9.94, is substantially 
bigger than that obtained without peak height information (8.35 with relMix, 8.42 with KinMix).
Using KinMix on all the markers, the overall  log10 LR is 10.97 with peak heights, compared with 
the result 9.53 when not using the peak height information, a LR 27.5 times smaller.
The time to do the computations with relMix is considerably longer; it takes 1,314 s (22 min) 
compared to 2.30 s for KinMix without peak height information, and the 2.32 s using peak heights. 
(These times were obtained with an i7- 7600U processor clocked at 2.80 GHz.) This discrepancy be-
tween computational times is likely to be due to differences in the data structures used to represent 
relationships in DNA mixtures.
8.2 | Case 2: Rape case
Here we analyse another real case from the DNA Laboratory, Comisaría General de Policía Científica 
of Madrid, concerning a sexual assault. The victim stated that two individuals raped her, both using 
condoms. The two condoms were found and two DNA mixtures, EPG1 and EPG2, were detected and 
analysed on 22 markers including Amelogenin (for gender identification). The two DNA mixtures 
were each compatible with the victim's profile and with that of an unknown male. An excerpt of the 
data on two DNA mixtures EPG1, EPG2 showing the markers, alleles, peak heights and victim's 
genotype is shown in Table 19.
The police wished to know if the unknown male in EPG1 and that in EPG2 could belong to two 
brothers. We also tested whether the two unknown males have a relationship R = {father– son, broth-
ers, half- brothers, cousins or are identical (the same individual or a hypothetical monozygotic twin)}.
T A B L E  1 9  Case 2: An excerpt of the data on two DNA mixtures EPG1, EPG2 showing the markers, alleles, 
peak heights and victim's genotype
Marker
EPG1 EPG2
Allele Height Height Victim
CSF1PO 10 1449 173 10
11 133 129
D10S1248 13 6380 1527 13
14 1012 139
D12S391 19 172
20 1001 152 20
21 1193 73 21
D18S51 12 88
14 363
15 791 271 15
16 1469 232 16
19 461
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In order to deal with problems like this we consider having the victim, v, and two unknown con-
tributor U1 and U2 in EPG1 and EPG2, and assume that the proportion contributed to EPG1 by U2 is 
U2 = 0 and the proportion contributed to EPG2 by U1 is U1 = 0. The estimated mixture parameters 
for EPG1 and EPG2, under the above assumption, are given in Table 20.
Table 21 gives the  log10 LR for testing p: U1 in EPG1 and U2 in EPG2 have the specified rela-
tionship versus 0: all contributors unrelated, except for the victim's presence in both. The  log10 LR 
points to there being a relationship between U1 and U2. In particular, the  log10 LR = 2.48 that they are 
brothers rather than unrelated.
In subsequent developments of the case two brothers were arrested and DNA reference samples 
were collected from them. We compared the prosecution hypothesis p: v and brother 1 contributed 
to EPG1 versus 0: v and an unknown, selected at random from the database, contributed to EPG1. 
The resulting   log10 LR = 22.28 for p versus 0 is highly incriminating for brother 1. Similarly, 
when testing the prosecution hypothesis p: v and brother 2 contributed to EPG2 versus 0: v and an 
unknown, selected at random from the database, contributed to EPG2, the  log10 LR = 24.14 for p 
versus 0 is highly incriminating also for brother 2.
9 |  DISCUSSION
We have shown that the IBD pattern distribution for a collection of related individuals, which 
extends Jacquard's concept of coefficient of identity by descent beyond pairwise relationships, is 
an invaluable approach both to encoding relationships and to BN computations for DNA mixture 
analysis involving family relationships. Implementation of these ideas in the package KinMix, 
extending DNAmixtures, provides a convenient, powerful and flexible means for delivering the 
computations needed for DNA mixture analysis, using peak heights, involving arbitrarily complex 
relationships.
In this paper, we have not paid attention to the possibility of mutation, which can be important, for 
example in paternity cases, where a putative father can be excluded because his genotype profile is in-
compatible, even though a single mutation could make it compatible. We have experimental additions 
to KinMix, that compute likelihood ratios allowing for mutation, in various scenarios involving very 
close relationships. We aim to provide a comprehensive treatment of mutation in subsequent work.
T A B L E  2 0  Case 2: Estimated parameters for EPG1 and EPG2 assuming they contain DNA from the victim v and 
two unknown contributors U1 and U2. We assume that the proportion contributed to EPG1 by U2 is zero, U2 = 0, and 
the proportion contributed to EPG2 by U1 is zero, U1 = 0
ρ η ξ U1 U2 ϕv
EPG1 4.786 432.7 0 0.179 0 0.821
EPG2 1.996 289.9 0.0303 0 0.336 0.664
T A B L E  2 1  Case 2:  log10 LR for testing p: U1 in EPG1 and U2 in EPG2 have the specified relationship versus 
0: U1 in EPG1 and U2 in EPG2 are unrelated. In both p and 0 we assume that the victim is a contributor to both 
EPG1 and EPG2
Identity Father– son Brothers Half- brothers Cousins
Relationship 2.36 2.60 2.48 2.56 1.84
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